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A. Introduction 
Eurex Clearing is a globally leading central counterparty clearinghouse (CCP) and the 
largest clearinghouse in Europe. Eurex Clearing is a subsidiary of Deutsche Börse Group 
providing central clearing services for cash and derivatives markets both for listed as 
well as certain over-the-counter (OTC) financial instruments. Eurex Clearing actively 
contributes to market safety and integrity with state-of-the-art market infrastructure both 
in trading and clearing services as well as with industry leading risk management 
services for the derivatives industry. Customers benefit from a high-quality, cost-
efficient and comprehensive trading and clearing value chain. 

Eurex Clearing AG is a company incorporated in Germany and licensed as a credit 
institution under supervision of the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht 
(BaFin) pursuant to the Banking Act (Gesetz für das Kreditwesen). The Financial 
Services Authority (FSA) has granted Eurex Clearing status as a Recognised Overseas 
Clearing House (ROCH) in the United Kingdom.  

Eurex Clearing welcomes the opportunity to comment on the consultative report on 
“Recovery and resolution framework for financial institutions other than banks” 
published by the European Commission (EU COM) in October 2012. 

This comment paper is arranged as follows. The first section contains our general 
observations on the EU COM consultation paper. The second section provides detailed 
comments on each question.  

B. Comments 
B 1: Summary of general observations 
We acknowledge the efforts by the European Commission (EU COM) to provide a 
differentiated approach for financial institutions others than banks, as in our view the 
processes and approaches for recovery and resolution should not be and could not be the 
same as for banks. 

We understand that the target of the consultation is to evaluate a recovery and resolution 
approach which is applicable also for CCP’s, CSD’S and other Financial Market 
Infrastructures. Eurex Clearing AG (ECAG) believes that a standardized recovery and 
resolution approach has to take into account national legislative regimes in particular 
insolvency laws. EU COM should require, if needed, adaption of national laws.  

It is necessary especially for CCP’s that the general rules applied are effective for all 
FMIs due to the strong dependencies between each other and to avoid spill-over effects. 
Despite that, specific rules should be developed to cover the fundamental differences of 
FMI’s (e.g. CCP’s, CSD’s) in organization and functionality.  

Additionally to the objectives stated above, ECAG considers it important that the 
recovery and resolution framework for CCP’s is aligned with the respective framework 
of other financial institutions to ensure the greatest possible coherence across broader 
markets. When triggering recovery and resolution plans the impact of other connected or 
interlinked FMIs needs to be considered in order to ensure that the recovery and 
resolution plans at one FMI do not worsen the situation at another FMI. 
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ECAG answered all questions, but understands that an FMI will no longer be an 
independent institution once entered into resolution since the resolution authority will 
take over responsibility for all remaining business operations until the FMI is 
reestablished or wound down.  

ECAG believes that the responsible resolution authority, which is also in charge for the 
evaluation of the recovery plan, shall be a part of the supervisory authority of the 
respective FMI.
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C. Answers  
 

1.   Do you think that a framework of measures and powers for authorities to 
resolve CCPs and CSDs is needed at EU level or do you consider that 
ordinary insolvency law is sufficient? 

 
Eurex Clearing supports the objective to establish a uniform legal framework 
for the resolution and recovery of FMIs including CCPs within the European 
Union if such framework effectively facilitates the continuation of the CCP’s 
operations. As rightly pointed out in the consultation paper, existing insolvency 
regimes are not designed to manage the failure of a FMI since they could 
disrupt the provision services at a critical time. A recovery and resolution 
framework should be designed to stabilize CCPs in a moment of crisis 
(avoiding a run on a CCP), minimize reliance on public support and avoid 
moral hazard. When deciding on concrete recovery or resolution measures to 
be applied in any particular case, it is crucial that consequences for other 
(potentially interlinked) FMIs are taken into account and measures are globally 
consistent. Therefore a common understanding and a common set of measures 
to be applied is required which is consistent to global standards defined by 
CPSS IOSCO (Principles for financial market infrastructures) framework. 
Eurex Clearing believes, that within this context, in particular it should be 
required to adapt national insolvency laws in Europe and internationally which 
in our view are not designed to meet the objectives above and are not 
sufficiently harmonized to support cross-border services of FMIs.  

 
 

2. In your view, which scenarios/events might lead to the need to resolve 
respectively a CCP and a CSD? Which types of scenarios CCPs/CSDs and 
authorities need to be prepared for which may imply the need for recovery 
actions if not yet resolution? 

 
In general, CCPs have proven to be resilient during the past financial crisis due 
to their effective risk management. Eurex Clearing believes that only under 
very extreme market conditions a default of one or more of its clearing 
members could lead to the need for recovery or resolution measures. Additional 
scenarios could be the occurrence of major investment losses, significant 
operational problems and human failures, such as fraud. 
In case of the FMI being a CCP the scenario of triggering a recovery and 
resolution plan due to losses caused by multiple member defaults is the most 
plausible one. Fraud is in case of a CCP much less likely since a CCP does not 
run a trading book and has no incentive to take any defective action of the 
market. Therefore the recovery and resolution plans for CCPs should focus on 
this scenario. 
Generally, in any of these cases a recovery of the respective CCP should be the 
preferred outcome for wider markets. However, Eurex Clearing thinks that the 
parties, by whom additional financial resources for such recovery are to be 
provided, vary significantly across different trigger scenarios. 
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3.  Do you think that existing rules which may impact CCPs/CSDs resolution (such 
as provisions on collateral or settlement finality) should be amended to 
facilitate the implementation of a resolution regime for CCPs/CSDs? 

 
It should be carefully considered whether for a resolution and recovery 
scenario existing rules should be amended which have been adopted for 
reasonable grounds. For example, disregarding for the purpose of recovery 
and resolution the level of protection granted to clearing members and clients 
by way of segregation and portability pursuant to EMIR could significantly 
reduce the willingness of the market to use the CCP’s clearing infrastructure 
and thereby contradict the core objectives pursued by EMIR. 

 
4.  Do you consider that a common resolution framework applicable to CCPs and 

CSDs is desirable or do you favour specific regimes by type of FMIs? 
 

Due to the fundamental differences of CCPs’ and CSDs’ organization and 
functionality, Eurex Clearing believes that specific regimes for CCPs and 
CSDs, are most reasonable and beneficial.   

 
5.  Do you consider that it should only apply to those FMIs which attain specific 

thresholds   in   terms   of   size,   level   of   interconnectedness   and/or   
degree   of substitutability,  or  to  those  FMIs  that  incur  particular  risks,  
such  as  credit  and liquidity  risks,  or  that  it  should  apply  to  all?  If  the  
former,  what  are  suitable thresholds in one or more of these respects beyond 
which FMIs are relevant from a resolution point of view? What would be an 
appropriate treatment of CSDs that do not incur credit and liquidity risks and 
those that incur such risks? 

 
In Eurex Clearing’s opinion, a CCP-specific recovery and resolution 
framework should be applicable for all CCPs on EU level.  
While a CCP’s size or level of interconnectedness is likely to influence the 
resolution authority’s decision regarding concrete measures to be applied, the 
set of generally applicable measures should not depend hereof. 

 
6.  Regarding FMIs (some CSDs and some CCPs) that are also credit institutions, 

is the proposed bank recovery and resolution framework sufficient or should 
something in addition be considered? If so, what should the FMI-specific 
framework add to the bank recovery and resolution framework? How do you 
see the interaction between the resolution regime for banks and a specific 
regime for CCPs/CSDs? 

 
In Eurex Clearing’s opinion the proposed bank recovery and resolution 
framework should not be applicable for CCPs that are also credit institutions 
unless they conduct material banking business. Rather the idiosyncratic 
recovery and resolution framework for CCPs should be applicable, as 
interdependencies between multiple CCPs are expected to be even more 
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significant for the broader markets than interdependencies between a CCP and 
another (non-CCP) credit institution. 

  
 

7.   Do you agree that the general objective for the resolution of CCPs/CSDs 
should be continuity of critical services? 

 
Yes, Eurex Clearing considers the continuity of critical services to be the 
overall goal both for recovery i.e. continuity of services at the stricken CCP, 
and resolution i.e. continuity of the respective services at another institution. 
However if the continuity of (parts of) the service is no longer required or 
(parts of) the service is deemed to be not feasible anymore then the closure of 
(parts of) the service with minimal systemic impact should be the aim of the 
resolution plans. 

 
8.   Do you agree with the above objectives for the resolution of CCPs/CSDs? 
 

Yes, Eurex Clearing agrees with the objectives above. 
 

9.   Which ones are, according to you, the ones that should be prioritized? 
 

Eurex Clearing believes that the objectives stated above are closely interlinked 
with each other. Ensuring the continuity of critical services will directly 
contribute to financial stability, an avoidance of contagion and an unnecessary 
destruction of value.  
If the aim is the closure of the service then this must not be connected to the 
loss of taxpayers’ money and or systemic instability.     

 
10. What other objectives are important for CCP/CSD resolution? 
 

In addition to the objectives stated above, Eurex Clearing considers it 
important that the recovery and resolution framework for CCPs is aligned with 
the respective framework of other financial institutions to ensure the greatest 
possible coherence across broader markets. When triggering recovery and 
resolution plans the impact of other connected or interlinked FMIs needs to be 
considered in order to ensure that the recovery and resolution plans at one FMI 
do not worsen the situation at another FMI. 

 
11. What should be the respective roles of FMIs and authorities in the 

development and execution of recovery plans and resolution plans? Should 
resolution authorities have the  power  to  request  changes  in  the  
operation  of  FMIs  in  order  to  ensure resolvability? 

 
Recovery and resolution plans should be developed in close cooperation of 
the FMIs and the competent authorities. If the recovery and resolution plan of 
an FMI has to be triggered, it is very likely that changes to the operations of 
FMIs are necessary. Therefore it makes sense that resolution authorities have 
the respective powers. However these powers need to be defined in advance 
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and especially the time and situation under which these powers can be 
effected need to be clear and transparent in order to ensure that members have 
maximum certainty in the FMIs operations and therefore support the FMI to a 
maximum extent. 

 
12. To what extent do you think that CCPs/CSDs in cooperation with their users 

would be able to define efficient recovery and resolution plans on the basis of 
amendments to their contractual laws? 

 
Recovery and resolution plans will by definition require amendments to the 
contractual laws and the rules and regulations of the FMIs. The definition of 
recovery and resolution plans certainly needs to be defined in cooperation of 
the FMI and its members. It has to be noted that in case of interconnected 
FMIs the linked FMIs can be considered to be users of each other as well. 
However, it is expected that, when recovery and resolution plans are 
triggered, the authorities will influence the decisions on the steps taken to a 
great extent, if not take some of the decisions. Therefore it is deemed 
necessary that, in addition to the cooperation of the FMI and its participants, 
the authorities are involved in the definition of the recovery and resolution 
plans. 

 
13. Should resolution be triggered when an FMI has reached a point of distress 

such that there are no realistic prospects of recovery over an appropriate 
timeframe, when all other intervention measures have been exhausted, and 
when winding up the institution under normal insolvency proceedings would 
risk causing financial instability? 

 
Yes this trigger for resolution is appropriate. Ideally the resolution is triggered 
before the CCP enters insolvency since insolvency may limit the possible 
actions under the resolution regime to a great extent. 
However there should be no automatism when defining the trigger for 
resolution. This could be highly pro-cyclic if being near insolvency by e.g. not 
being able to meet all financial obligations automatically triggers resolution 
powers for the whole CCP. This may jeopardize recovery plans. 
When resolution plans are triggered the feedback effect to other connected 
FMIs (e.g. linked CCPs) should always be considered. 

 
 

14. Should these conditions be refined for FMIs? For example, what would be 
suitable indicators that could be used for triggering resolution of different 
FMIs? How would these differ between FMIs? 

 
The conditions for initiating resolution plans may differ for different FMIs 
For CCPs please see answer to Questions 13. 

 
 

15. Should there be a framework for authorities to intervene before an FMI 
meets the conditions   for   resolution   when   they   could   for   example   
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amend   contractual arrangements and impose additional steps, for example 
require unactivated parts of recovery plans or contractual loss sharing 
arrangements to be put into action? 

 
There should be a framework for authorities to intervene before an FMI meets 
the conditions for resolution. 
This framework should concentrate to support the recovery of the FMI. It is 
important that the framework is designed in a way that avoids uncertainty. If 
the framework would foresee, or provide reasons to expect, the authority to 
step in before the FMI enters resolution plans and deviate from the standard 
processes this may decrease the incentive for all members to support the FMI 
in times of stress to a great extent. 

 
 

16. Should  resolution  authorities  of  FMIs  have the above powers?  Should  
they have further powers to successfully carry out resolution in relation to 
FMIs? Which ones? 

 
From a conceptual point of view the above mentioned powers are reasonable. 
However, before implementing these it is necessary to undertake a thorough 
analysis of the details of the measures. 
Especially the “transfer or sell specified assets or liabilities to a third party 
entity” needs to be developed since this requires a great extent of legal and 
functional interoperability between the FMI under resolution and the third 
party. 

 
 

17. Should they be further adapted or specified to the needs of FMI resolution? 
 

The measures mentioned need to be specified in detail before they are adopted 
in order to ensure that they are practical. 

 
 

18. Do you consider that temporary stay on the exercise of early termination 
rights could be a relevant tool for FMIs? Under what conditions? How should 
it apply between interoperated FMIs? How should it be articulated with similar 
powers to impose temporary stays in the bank resolution framework? 

 
CCPs must ensure that members seeking to leave the CCP do not substantially 
disrupt it, and as such must carefully address the responsibilities of leaving 
members. This does not necessarily need to be in terms of termination right 
stays, but can be a contractual arrangement in the rules and regulations of the 
CCP. 
Between interoperated FMIs it is important that a temporary stay at an FMI 
does not jeopardize the operation of other linked FMIs and worsen the 
situation in the system. 
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19. Do you consider that moratorium on payments could be a relevant tool for all 
FMIs or only some of them? If so, under what conditions? 

 
Depending on the concrete circumstances a moratorium with a suspension of 
payments can be an appropriate mechanism to be applied by the authority, 
providing all parties involved with enough time to decide on the most 
appropriate form of recovery or resolution. A temporary suspension of 
payments may enable the authority to observe whether market disruptions are 
short-term or caused by more severe disruptions. Depending on the FMI, a 
temporary closure of markets is common practice even outside of resolution 
plans, e.g. in times of extreme volatility. A moratorium can be appropriate for 
different kinds of FMI, whereby in any case a close monitoring of other 
interlinked FMIs is absolutely crucial. 

 
 

20. Which reorganisation tools could be appropriate for resolving different 
types and CSDs and CCPs? What would be their advantages and 
disadvantages? 
 

Eurex Clearing shares the view that a transfer to a healthy market player could 
be a viable solution and also supports the concern that “…the transfer of 
certain FMI-functions to other service providers may not be carried out easily 
and quickly due to the specificities of this sector“. 
The possibility of transferring the business to another market player has to be 
analyzed in detail. Especially the legal basis and the functional interoperability 
have to be considered. 
If the resolution has been triggered as a result of a default of a clearing 
member, which is the most likely case if the FMI is a CCP, then it has to be 
clear what happens to the positions inherited from the defaulting member. 
These positions would either be terminated and not being ported or participants 
at the target institutions need to take up these positions. In both cases the losses 
need to be allocated. 
The above mentioned also applies to the transfer to a bridge institution. The 
bridge institution needs to have a compatible legal and functional framework 
readily in place in order to take up the business of the FMI in resolution. This 
could potentially be connected with high costs. 
Especially in connection with CCPs it should be considered that the number of 
potential alternative institutions is very limited in contrast to banks. 
However if these details can be clarified then the transfer could be a viable 
solution to keep the services the FMI provides functioning. 

 
 
 
 

21. Which loss allocation and recapitalisation tools could be appropriate for 
resolving different types of CSDs and CCPs? Would this vary according to 
different types of possible failures (e.g. those caused by defaulting members, or 
those caused by operational risks)? What would be their advantages and 
disadvantages? 
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The loss allocation mechanism should be different for different possible causes 
of resolution. Due to the structure of CCPs the most likely case is that the 
resolution is triggered by losses caused by the default of clearing member(s). 
(Please see our answer on question 2). In this case the losses should be borne 
by the participants of the FMI.  
 
The loss allocation mechanism needs to reflect this. All loss allocation tools do 
so and are therefore appropriate to recapitalize the CCP. However there are 
some points to consider:  
(i) Applying haircuts to initial margin can be seen to be inequitable since it 
mostly affects members that have a high initial margin requirement and 
therefore not to all members equally. Furthermore it adds some uncertainty 
since the margin collateral would then not be protected from the default of 
other members. Eurex Clearing believes that assessments to the default fund 
would be more appropriate as this is more equitable and transparent to the 
members. 
(ii) Eurex Clearing shares the view that haircuts to variation margin may have 
pro-cyclic effects to these members that do not receive their variation margin 
as they may have hedge positions which are loss making with other CCPs or in 
the bilateral market. This may worsen the systemic situation as these members 
may default on other CCPs due to the haircuts to variation margin. 
Haircuts to variation margin extend the group of participants that do get losses 
allocated from direct members to indirect members and clients. This may be 
problematic to indirect members and clients that seek protection from clearing 
member defaults by using segregation solutions. 
In general haircuts to variation margin may be very inequitable as they only 
include members that are losing on their positions. 
(iii) Eurex Clearing shares the view that further assessments avoid random 
allocation of losses. While it is true that these calls may be unanticipated an 
advantage of this solution compared to e.g. haircuts to variation margin is that 
it does not only apply to member holding positions that are losing. Therefore it 
can be argued that further assessments can be better anticipated than haircuts 
to variation margin. 
(iv) An insurance mechanism can cover further losses. However an adequate 
calibration most likely leads to extremely high costs. Furthermore it has to be 
analyzed in detail to which market participants the risk transferred by the 
insurance in order to avoid an increase of the systemic risk. In case of the FMI 
being a CCP the insurance mechanism would distribute the risk back to the 
participants of the CCP and has therefore similar effects like further 
assessments. 
(v) Converting CCPs debt into equity does indeed not only involve clearing 
members. However, considering the fact that in case of a resolution triggered 
by a member default the majority of creditor will be clearing members this 
would result in an involvement of clearing members again. In this case the 
allocation of losses to creditors that are not participants of the CCP would not 
be appropriate. 
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Eurex Clearing agrees that the ultimate solution would be a termination of all 
contracts and positions if no other solution seems viable. It is important to 
clarify at which prices a termination takes place, i.e. how the losses are 
allocated. 
 
If the resolution plans for the FMI are not caused by member default related 
losses, but rather other reasons such as fraud, or investment risk, then the 
losses should not be allocated to the membership, but only the FMI’s 
shareholders/bondholders, retained earnings, and restrictions on future capital 
distribution. 

 
 

22. What other tools would be effective in a CCP/CSD resolution? 
 

Ideally, a CCP defines for its own resources, and what it may mutualize across 
its members, a finite total value of losses. This should demonstrate the strength 
of a particular FMI, but also explicit the point at which, beyond other 
voluntary or authority imposed contributions, the CCP would enter into a 
wind-down. If further funds or changes to the cleared contract’s economics are 
not possible alternatives, the CCP has no choice but to tear-up, close or port 
the (part of) the market. This is similar to the normal credit risk of any non-
risk-free counterparty, except of course that the structure and rules of CCPs 
make them extremely safe. However, contract termination may open up a 
further exposure for the affected members, but this is the case for any credit 
risk (although of course substantially safer given the lines of defense and other 
tools of a CCP).  

 
 

23. Can resolution tools based on contractual arrangements be effective and 
compatible with existing national insolvency laws? 

 
Though the competent authorities in the context of the failure of a CCP should 
have the power to apply certain resolution tools, contractual arrangements 
basically could provide a flexible and consensual solution of resolution 
scenarios. However, the readiness of clearing members and customers to 
participate in such arrangements in our view will depend on the impact of 
resolution measures which might be otherwise enforced by the competent 
authorities within the legal framework for recovery and resolution. As in the 
context of such legal framework the national insolvency law should be adapted, 
national insolvency law should not be considered as an insurmountable 
obstacle for allowing contractual arrangements. 
 

 
24. Do you consider that a resolution regime for FMIs should be applicable to 

the whole group the FMI is a part of?  What specific tools or powers for the 
resolution authorities should be designed? 

 
Depending on the structure of the group the resolution regime should apply to 
the whole group. Nevertheless, if it is possible to continue the services of 
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other parts of the group, it might be viable to initiate the resolution regime for 
parts of the group only. This may especially be desirable if only one market 
segment is deemed to be not functioning any longer while other market 
segments still work. In this case all reasonable efforts should be made to avoid 
contagion. 
For the latter case the resolution authorities should design the tool mentioned 
before in a way that make them applicable to only a specific market, e.g. 
enable the transfer or wind down of one market while keeping the service for 
other markets. 

 
25. In your view, what are the key elements and main challenges to take into 

account for the smooth resolution of an FMI operating cross-border? What 
aspects and effects of any divergent insolvency and resolution laws applicable 
to FMIs and their members are relevant here? Are particular measures needed 
in the case of interoperable CCPs or CSDs? 

 
We believe that the harmonization on an international level of the respective 
national insolvency law, the resolution powers assigned to supervisory 
authorities and the legal framework for measures which may be taken by the 
CCP itself is important to create sufficient conditions for a cross-border 
resolution. Resolution measures taken by the CCP or ordered by the authority 
should be enforceable cross-border without the respective national insolvency 
law providing for any obstacles or entitlement to revocatory actions. In 
particular, it should be ensured that the rights and obligations of the clearing 
members with respect to their positions and assets held with the CCP do not 
depend on the insolvency law as applicable in the jurisdictions of the clearing 
members. 

 
 

26. Do you agree that, within the EU, resolution colleges should be involved in 
resolution issues of cross border FMIs? 

 
As in case of the failure of a CCP timely decision making is a key 
requirement, resolution powers should be assigned only to the authority which 
is competent for the supervision of the respective CCP. To achieve a certain 
level of coordination with authorities of other countries affected by the failure 
of the CCP, such authorities could be involved with an advisory function only, 
provided that clear procedural rules are in place ensuring that the competent 
authority will not be prevented from taking decisions on resolution measures 
in a timely manner.  

 
 

27. How  should  the  decision-making  process  be  organized  to  make  sure  
that  swift decisions can be taken? Alternatively, do you think that 
responsibility for resolving FMIs should be centralised at EU-level? 

 
For the first question, please see our answer to question 26. With respect to 
the second question, we believe that the best solution is to establish the 
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responsibility for resolving measures with the authority which is competent 
for the supervision of the respective CCP. This authority is most familiar with 
the CCPs business and therefore is in the best position to take reasonable and 
timely decisions in case of a failure of the CCP.  

 
 

28. Do  you  agree  that  a  recognition  regime  should  be  defined  to  enable  
mutual enforceability of resolution measures? 

 
Given the international business of most of the major CCPs, we agree with the 
objective to ensure cross-border enforceability of resolution measures. 
However, in the first instance cross-border enforceability should be ensured 
by adaption of a legally binding and uniform legal framework for resolution 
measures within the EU. With respect to third country FMIs please refer to 
our answer to question 29.  

 
 

29. Do you agree that bilateral cooperation agreements should be signed with  
third countries? 

 
Given the international business of most of the major CCPs cooperation 
agreements with third countries should be considered. 

 
30. Do you agree that the resolution of FMIs should observe the hierarchy of 

claims in insolvency to the extent possible and respect the principle that 
creditors should not be worse off than in insolvency? 

 
Basically, we agree that the position of creditors should not be worse off than 
in insolvency. In particular, the clearing members depend on a reliable 
assessment of the level of protection of their assets in case of an insolvency of 
a CCP. This assessment is of crucial importance for the clearing member’s 
decision whether to make use of a certain CCP.  

 
 
D. Closing 
We hope that you have found these comments useful and remain at your disposal for 
further discussion. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact: 

 
Thomas Book Oliver Haderup 
Member of Eurex  Senior Vice President 
Clearing Executive Board Clearing Initiatives 
Eurex Clearing AG  Eurex Clearing AG 


